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Editor Evan Rothman

Favourite rally car? Audi Quattro S2
Current favourite WRC driver? Mads Østberg
Favourite WRC rally? WRC Rallye Deutschland
Favourite rally? Total Rally, South Africa

Tweets too much about rallying, loves nothing 
more than spectating on a forest rally, and has 
aspirations of being the world’s greatest rally 
journalist. He’s also oftentimes seen with a 
camera in his one hand and his mobile phone 
ringing in his pocket at the most inopportune 
times.

E-mail us evan.hhmag@gmail.com
Call us +27 83 452 6892
Surf us http://wp.me/pkXc
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Photojournalist Eva Kovkova

Favourite rally car? Citroën C4 WRC
Current favourite WRC driver? Mads Østberg
Favourite WRC rally? Vodafone Rally de Portugal
Favourite rally? White Nights Rally, Lahdenpohja, 
Russia

Likes to walk in the Swedish snow forests or on 
Portuguese dusty hills, likes to freeze, to get wet 
in the rain or to melt from the heat during photo 
hunts for fl ying cars and smiling faces. Also is 
knowing as a press ice bear working for South 
Africa :)
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In 2012, we will bring YOU:
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as you ASKED for in 2011!
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Sepp Weigand, the sensation in the Intercontinental Rally Sepp Weigand, the sensation in the Intercontinental Rally 
Challenge (IRC) series will be competing in a Skoda Fabia S2000 Challenge (IRC) series will be competing in a Skoda Fabia S2000 
in the Neste Oil Rally Finland for Volkswagen Motorsport’s Wings in the Neste Oil Rally Finland for Volkswagen Motorsport’s Wings 
for Life campaign.for Life campaign.
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Skoda UK Motorsport’s Andreas Mikkelsen has 
recorded the biggest winning margin in the history 
of the Intercontinental Rally Challenge (IRC), when 
he and co-driver Ola Fløene scored a 05min 33.8sec 
victory on the Sibiu Rally Romania in their factory-
prepared Fabia S2000.
 It was also the 25th IRC win for Skoda, making it 
the most successful manufacturer in the series. Mikkelsen 
dominated the rock-strewn gravel event, with a mix of 
rough-terrain technical set-up (the Fabia S2000 was running 
on its maximum ride height) and no-risk driving strategy 
paying dividends. His second win (following Rally Azores) and 
sixth podium of the season gives Mikkelsen a 49-point lead 

in the IRC Drivers’ category, while Skoda moves closer to its 
third consecutive Manufacturers’ title.
 Mikkelsen set fastest time on all seven of Leg One’s 
stages, turning the normal disadvantage of running fi rst on 
the road to his benefi t in the dusty conditions. As all his main 
rivals hit either technical problems, suffered punctures or 
were slowed in dust, a controlled and faultless performance 
saw the rally ace open up a 02min 44.1sec lead at the 
overnight halt.
 Leg Two was even hotter and rougher, with two very 
long stages (repeated) held in mid-30ºC temperatures in the 
beautiful central Transylvanian region of Romania, followed 
by a closing superspecial stage.
 Skoda looked on course for a one-two fi nish, until 
Sepp Wiegand hit a rock on SS10 and had to retire his Skoda 
Deutschland Fabia S2000 from second place with broken 

right rear suspension. Mikkelsen hit the same rock, but was 
able to reach the fi nish of the stage with a front right fl at 
tyre – his only minor problem of the entire event. In the end, 
Andreas set the fastest time on ten of the event’s 12 stages, 
and led from start to fi nish.
 Mikkelsen said: “We won with a good margin, but 
it was a very tough event and it’s been a long weekend. The 
roads were very rough and for us it was a case of taking no 
risks and driving to avoid all the big rocks. This victory is a 
fantastic feeling for the whole Skoda UK Motorsport team, 
and if it wasn’t for their great work I wouldn’t be here at the 
end of such a tough event. We’ve been so close in the last 
rounds with a lot of second places, so it’s great to be back on 
the top step of the podium.”

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Picture: Skoda UK Motorsport
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The Neste Oil Rally Finland, Round Eight of the FIA 
World Rally Championship (WRC), continues to evolve 
its event and remains the only rally on the calendar 
that is condensed into two and half days of intense 
competition.
 As such, the event starts in earnest on Thursday 
with three stages near Lahti running late afternoon and early 
evening. Friday and Saturday are both long days and the 
event concludes with the legendary Ouninpohja stage.
 Renowned the world over as a roller-coaster ride, 
Ouninpohja returns to the itinerary in its full and original 

33km length for the fi rst time since 2004, and will be the 
undoubted highlight of this event.
 Recognised as the spiritual home of rallying, Finland 
provides spectacular action unlike any other event in the 
series. Fast fl owing gravel roads with stomach-churning 
jumps snake their way through beautiful forests and past 
hundreds of scenic lakes; hence it previously being known as 
the 1000 Lakes Rally. 
 The Neste Oil Rally Finland provides a weekend 
of all-round entertainment for the family, both out on the 
stages and in the newly-refurbished Jyväskylä Service Park 
area. One of its leading themes this year focuses on safety 
and there will be a number of different initiatives in support 
of the FIA’s Action for Road Safety campaign.

 The event is the fi fth round of the FIA Super 2000 
World Rally Championship and the third outing for the FIA 
WRC Academy Cup crews.
 The 14.22km Mynnilä test which will run as the 
closing stage on Thursday evening was used in 2011, but 
runs in reverse this year and returns to its more familiar 
format of the 1980s and 1990s. The Leustu stage (SS14/16) 
has also changed direction, having never run from south to 
north previously. Just three stages used back in 2009 are 
run in the same confi guration (Mőkkiperä, Palsankylä and 
the Killeri Super Special Stage) and all remaining stages run 
with some modifi cations to previous years. The 2012 edition 
features 303.52km of special stage distance divided into 
stages over 1,625.69km total distance.

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Picture: Ciroën Racing
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Returning to what is known to many as rallying’s 
spiritual home, the FIA WRC Academy embarks on the 
third round of the season this weekend as the crews 
contest the legendary ‘Gravel Grand Prix’ at Neste 
Oil Rally Finland. Famed for its quick gravel roads, 
the Scandinavian event provides the ultimate test of 
speed, and with the series wide open, the crews will 
be out to impress.
 The event will see the WRC Academy – supported 
by Ford Racing in Europe and with control tyres from Pirelli 
– contest almost the entire rally with 17 stages in total 
forfeiting only the fi nal Power Stage. With the fl at-out, tree-
lined straights littered with endless ‘yumps’, Rally Finland 
demands a lot from the crews. Pacenotes need to be word 

perfect and the driver needs to have plenty of ‘sisu’ – a 
Finnish phrase which loosely translates to ‘having guts’. 
Concentration and commitment are key, and all will be 
looking for a strong result.
 Currently leading the series after a win on the 
opening round in Portugal and a second place fi nish in 
Greece, Alastair Fisher will be a strong contender in Finland 
– taking an early lead at last season’s event until having to 
retire on the fi nal day of competition. 
 Following a dominant performance at the Acropolis 
Rally in May, Elfyn Evans and co-driver Phil Pugh will be 
looking for more of the same in Finland. Having contested 
a round of the Finnish Rally Championship - the SM O.K 
Auto-Ralli – earlier this month, the pairing have already 
experienced the fast, fl owing nature of the Finnish stages. 
Despite using the event to prepare his pacenotes and driving 
style for the third round of the WRC Academy, Evans secured 

second in class, just 24 seconds adrift of Andreas Amberg 
who is currently leading the 2WD class in the Finnish national 
Championship.
 The brother and sister pairing of Brendan 
Reeves and Rhianon Smyth have been hard at work over 
the summer break. Their pre-event test was funded by 
auctioning rally memorabilia on their Facebook Page and 20 
spaces on the bonnet of their Fiesta R2. Reeves has also 
been working at a local rally school in his native Australia 
where members of the public can come and experience the 
thrill of driving a rally car with expert tuition from the 23-
year-old.
 After securing his fi rst loose-surface stage win and 
narrowly missing out on fourth place in Greece, Spain’s Jose 
Suárez will be looking to demonstrate his clear progression 
on gravel when he returns to the land of the thousand lakes 
with co-driver Candido Carrera. 

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Pictures: M-Sport
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 With a podium fi nish at Rally Finland last year, Timo 
Van der Marel and Erwin Berkhof will be hoping for more of 
the same this weekend. Having contested the Exotic Green 
Rally behind the wheel of a Fiesta R2 in Holland last month, 
the Dutchman has been working on perfecting the optimum 
race set-up.
 After claiming a podium in Portugal and being on 
course for a second in Greece, Pontus Tidemand and Stig 
Rune Skjæmoren will be ones to watch in Finland. Currently 
lying sixth in the overall standings, the Swede travelled to 
Rally Bohemia in the Czech Republic to prepare for the WRC 
Academy’s future closed-surface events this month. Closer to 
home, the 21-year-old joined forces with S-WRC navigator, 
Emil Axelsson - current co-driver to fellow Swede and two-
time J-WRC champion P-G Andersson - as the pairing tackled 
Midnattssolsrally in Sweden behind the wheel of a Ford 
Escort RS BDG.
 The summer break has been a busy one for 
Scotland’s John MacCrone as he provided tuition to some 
of the Ecosse Junior 1000 drivers in his Fiesta R2. The 

Scotsman and co-driver Stuart Loudon also completed a 
recce of the Nicky Grist stages to perfect their pacenotes 
ahead of Rally Finland as well as sitting down with 1993 
World Champion co-driver who gave the pairing advice 
on how to make the most effective pacenotes for the 
Scandinavian event.
 Having suffered cruel misfortune on the opening 
rounds of this year’s WRC Academy, Fredrik Åhlin will be out 
to prove his pace when he contests Rally Finland alongside 
fellow Scandinavian Morten Erik Abrahamsen. The Swede has 
been working as a driving instructor for Audi and contested 
the SM O.K Auto-Ralli in Finland behind the wheel of a Fiesta 
R2 to prepare himself for the fast, fl owing stages that lie in 
wait.
 Chris Duplessis and new co-driver Alex Kihurani’s 
addition to the Rally Finland start list makes them the fi rst 
all-American pairing to contest the event in over 40 years. 
The pairing made their fi rst appearance together at the New 
Forest Rally in America last month – securing second in class 
and meaning that Duplessis need only start the fi nal round 

of the Rally America series to be crowned 2WD Champion for 
the second successive year. 
 João Silva and co-driver Hugo Magalhães will also 
be in action in Finland on what will be only the Portuguese 
driver’s sixth gravel event.
 Also keen to impress in Finland, South African 
Ashley Haigh-Smith and British co-driver Craig Parry return 
for their second successive round of the WRC Academy. 
Haigh-Smith is fresh from Class victory at the Volkswagen 
Rally in his homeland and will be hoping to carry the 
momentum through to Finland where he rejoins Parry who 
will prove a valuable asset on an event where clear and 
detailed pacenotes are essential. H&H
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While the result of the recent Volkswagen Rally in the 
Eastern Cape saw a slight shuffl e among the top four 
in the South African Rally Championship, the battle for 
the title remains one of the closest in years. Just 12 
points separate the contenders as the second half of 
the season starts with Rally South Africa in KwaZulu-
Natal on 17 and 18 August.
 Their fi rst win of the season after two second places 
and a sixth has given Johnny Gemmell/Carolyn Swan (Castrol 
Team Toyota Auris S2000) a slim but signifi cant three-point 
lead over Mark Cronje and Robin Houghton (Sasol Racing 
Rally Ford Fiesta). These two crews remain the ones to beat, 

with 82 and 79 points respectively.  Between them they have 
won three of the four rounds to date and 27 of the 47 special 
stages, 16 going to Cronje and 11 to Gemmell. Both are 
looking for their fi rst championship.
 Just seven points adrift of Cronje and moving up to 
third place overall after their impressive second place behind 
Gemmell/Swan in the rain-drenched Volkswagen Rally are 
multiple former champions Jan Habig/Robert Paisley (Basil 
Read Ford Fiesta S2000). In what was probably the toughest 
round so far, Habig won fi ve of the nine stages on his way to 
a close second place and clearly signalled his intention to win 
a seventh championship.
 Jon Williams/Cobus Vrey, the only other race 
winners this year in the second Sasol Ford Fiesta S2000, are 
fourth in the point standings, two adrift of Habig/Paisley after 

their maiden success in the Toyota Gauteng Dealer Rally in 
June and a good fourth place behind Gemmell, Habig and 
Cronje in the Volkswagen Rally.
 Fifth overall and also in the four-wheel drive S2000 
Class in their fi rst season in the championship are the Dutch/
Belgian combination of Hans Weijs Jnr/Bjorn Degandt (BP 
Volkswagen Polo S2000). Weijs has shown great pace as he 
has got to grips with South African conditions and he and 
Degandt are 11 points behind Habig/Paisley.
 Jean-Pierre Damseaux/Grant Martin (Team Total 
Toyota Auris S2000) are sixth with 56 points after a steady if 
unspectacular run to date, six points ahead of Charl Wilken/
Greg Godrich in the second Basil Read Ford Fiesta S2000. 
Both crews are former race winners and are looking to 
reassert themselves in the second half of the season.

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Pictures: Motorpics
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 Gugu Zulu/Carl Peskin (BP Volkswagen Polo S2000) 
continue to impress in their fi rst season in the premier S2000 
Class. They are eighth overall and lead the S2000 Challenge 
for the older specifi cation four-wheel drive cars after three 
successive top ten fi nishes. They enjoy a 31-point advantage 
over S2000 Challenge rivals Wilro Dippenaar/Morne du 
Toit (PZN Panelbeaters Toyota RunX S2000). Third in the 
Challenge are promising youngster Henk Lategan/Barry 
White (Q8 Oils Volkswagen Polo S2000), on the same points 
as Dippenaar/Du Toit, after a fi ne seventh place overall on 
the Volkswagen Rally.
 Completing the top ten overall are Hein Lategan/
Johan van der Merwe (SAC Peugeot 207 S2000) ninth with 
41 points and twice former champions Hergen Fekken and 
Pierre Arries (BP Volkswagen Polo S2000) tenth with 35 
points. Fekken/Arries were non-fi nishers in the opening 
round and are having a quiet season by their standards, 
something they are sure to rectify in the rounds ahead.

 Outside the top ten but not to be discounted are 
former champions Enzo Kuun/Guy Hodgson (BP Volkswagen 
Polo S2000) in 11th and Mohammed Moosa/Andre Vermeulen 
(Team Total Toyota Auris S2000) 12th. Kuun and Hodgson, 
who have suffered two non-fi nishes in the fi rst four rounds, 
showed their class in the Volkswagen Rally when they 
recovered from 13th on Day One to fi nish fi fth on Day Two, 
and can be expected to count a serious challenge in the 
remainder of the season.
 Leeroy Poulter/Elvéne Coetzee (Castrol Toyota 
Auris S2000), twice winners in their debut season in S2000 
in 2011, have endured a frustrating season and are 17th in 
S2000 and 20th overall after three non-fi nishes, including 
losing their car in a fi re in the opening round.
 Leading the Two Wheel Drive Championship 
for S1600 cars are former champion Craig Trott/Robbie 
Coetzee (Total Toyota RunX S1600) with 67 points. The 
wily and experienced Trott, driving his ageing Toyota in its 

sixth season, is holding off a crop of talented youngsters 
that includes Nic van der Westhuizen/Henry Dearlove (SA 
Earthworks Ford Fiesta R2), second with 57 points, and 
Matthew Vacy-Lyle/Schalk van Niekerk (Fragram Tools Toyota 
RunX S1600), third with 52 points.
 It’s been a tight contest in this Championship, 
with four different winners in each of the fi rst four rounds 
– Trott, Morne Janse van Rensburg (GC Diesel Volkswagen 
Polo S1600), Van der Westhuizen and Ashleigh Haigh-Smith 
(Castrol - BP Ford Fiesta R2) – and the destination of the title 
is still very open.
 Ford continues to lead the Manufacturers’ 
Championship from Toyota, with the gap now down to 56 
points (390-334). Volkswagen is third with 273 points. H&H



2013 will see the WRC Academy champion 
further integrated into the Ford ‘family’ with the 
opportunity to advance their career in the World Rally 
Championship (WRC) behind the wheel of either the 
Ford Fiesta R2 or the Ford Fiesta S2000. Currently 
leading the way in the championship standings, British 
rivals Elfyn Evans and Alastair Fisher can see the 
benefi ts of both options.
 In consultation with the FIA, the series victor will be 
given the chance to join the M-Sport team for all 13 rounds 
of next year’s WRC season in an M-Sport prepared Fiesta R2 
or, dependant on experience, fi ve rounds of the 2013 season 
in the team’s award-winning Fiesta S2000.
 Currently lying second in the overall standings 
following his dominant victory at the Acropolis Rally of 
Greece, Evans is considering the benefi ts of opting to contest 

all 13 rounds of next season’s championship. Back behind 
the wheel of the Fiesta R2, the 13-round package would 
see the WRC Academy champion gain vital experience of 
all championship rounds as well as exposing their potential 
around the globe as they look to further their rallying career.
 Leading the WRC Academy standings just eight 
points ahead of Evans following a win in Portugal and a 
second place fi nish in Greece, Fisher would push for the more 
powerful Fiesta S2000, which would see the 2012 champion 
graduate to the next level of rallying with Ford’s ‘Ladder of 
Opportunity’. Despite only contesting fi ve European events, 
the Fiesta S2000 package would allow the overall winner to 
adapt their driving style and demonstrate their pace in the 
more powerful generation rally car.
 Whatever option the victorious driver wins, the 
crew will benefi t from servicing alongside the Ford World 
Rally Team with a fantastic opportunity for promotion whilst 
collating a wealth of knowledge and experience from some of 
the sport’s most experienced drivers, co-drivers, engineers 

and technicians.
 Speaking on the benefi ts of the Ford Fiesta R2 prize, 
Elfyn Evans said: “It is so hard to say which prize I would go 
for were I lucky enough to win just now. Even though I have 
been in the [Ford Fiesta] R2 for a few years now, to have 
the experience of all the WRC events would be great. Being 
able to network around the world would be a huge benefi t. It 
really is such a hard decision!”
 Speaking on the benefi ts of the Ford Fiesta S2000 
prize, Alastair Fisher said: “If I were lucky enough to win 
at the end of the season, I think I would push for the [Ford 
Fiesta] S2000. I have been competing with the [Ford Fiesta] 
R2 for two years now and have come to the point in my 
career where I am ready to move up to the next level. I 
don’t think that doing the same rallies in the same car for the 
third time would be all that benefi cial to me! I have driven 
the [Fiesta] S2000 on a couple of occasions already and it is 
really fun and enjoyable to drive. It is a proper rally car and I 
feel that I am ready to take the next step.”

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Picture: M-Sport
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Craig Breen is set to tackle the Neste Oil Rally Finland this wekend in Craig Breen is set to tackle the Neste Oil Rally Finland this wekend in 
a Ford Fiesta S2000, his fi rst outing in a rally car swince the accident a Ford Fiesta S2000, his fi rst outing in a rally car swince the accident 
that killed his co-driver Gareth ‘Jaffa’ Roberts. Best of luck to you that killed his co-driver Gareth ‘Jaffa’ Roberts. Best of luck to you 
this weekend, Craig!this weekend, Craig!
Picture: RallyPrint.Picture: RallyPrint.
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